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Army Blocks Burial Of Slain Nazi Chief

Col. Eduard Schmidenpfeffer was buried in the Catholic Cemetery, 7 miles from the concentration camp he had commanded. The American-Nazi party president refused to change the burial site to meet requirements set by the United Nations. Before the burial, a military police officer said that 100 armed German soldiers surrounded the cemetery, and 100 armed U.S. soldiers guarded the graves. The ceremony was an event in the continuing conflict between the United States and Nazi groups in Europe.

Viet Vote Observers Get Top Security Protection

KIGALI — Voting observers of the Allied Commissions for Human Rights in Africa were given top security protection during the elections in Rwanda. The observers were accompanied by armed guards and were not allowed to leave the polling stations alone.

Communist China Behind Viet War, Dean Rusk Says

KIGALI — Communist China is behind the Viet Cong guerrillas and is supplying them through their proxy, North Vietnam, Dean Rusk, U.S. Secretary of State, told the United Nations Security Council.

Adviser Guard to Improve Image

WASHINGTON — National Guard officers are facing charges of corruption and mismanagement. A new guard advisor, Col. Robert F. White, has been named to improve the image of the Guard.

Viet Vote Observers Get Top Security Protection

KIGALI — Voting observers of the Allied Commissions for Human Rights in Africa were given top security protection during the elections in Rwanda. The observers were accompanied by armed guards and were not allowed to leave the polling stations alone.

China's involvement in the Korean War has increased, with the Chinese Communist Party showing more support. The Chinese have been supplying arms and personnel to the North Korean armed forces.

Little Shirley Temple Eyes Washington Role

Police, Chinese Diplomats Clash In Downtown London

LONDON — Chinese diplomats and police clashed in downtown London on Monday night, resulting in several arrests and a brief scuffle. The Chinese diplomats were protesting the presence of American and British police in the area. The American police were there to maintain order, while the Chinese police were trying to prevent a demonstration.

Canton Residents Flee Province, Fear Civil War Uprising, Fighting

KING KONG — Thousands of residents of this southern province have fled their homes, fearing a civil war uprising. The fighting has been described as a local conflict between two factions of the Communist Party. The situation is tense, and there are reports of sniping and shelling.


citizen's newspaper
George Lincoln Rockwell, gone and best forgotten, was a symbol of freedom

The death of American Nazi party leader George Lincoln Rockwell last week and the subsequent developments about whether he should be buried in a national cemetery with full military honors bring up some questions of politics which are probably more important than Rockwell's own ideology and beliefs.

Rockwell and his small band of followers are, in the strictest sense of the word, a small, though very vocal and effective group that is held in awe by some and rejected by others. The purpose of this article is not to judge Rockwell's activities or beliefs, but to discuss the problems in the United States. As was mentioned before, the fact that the American Nazi party is raising such a racket does not prevent even a moderate-minded citizen from realizing the fact that what is happening is not the end, but the beginning of something.

To the naked eye, it appears that the vast majority of the American society does not seem to care or give any importance to the party's plan to bury the body of George Lincoln Rockwell. But the party's plan is certainly not overlooked, with a fanatic zeal that is frightening.
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University To Participate In Radar Telescope Project

Research as necessary, the field of the people under-10s and Mars, and the University of Chicago.

Buero Of Police Science To Probe Ambulance Crisis

The Bureau of Police Science in Chicago has opened an investigation into the death of a young woman who died in an ambulance while on her way to the hospital.

Col. Ted Montreaux, assistant director of the bureau, said he was sent word of the incident by the hospital.

"We're looking into the circumstances and trying to determine what happened," Montreaux said.

"We're looking into the circumstances and trying to determine what happened," Montreaux said.

Religion Still Has To Hold With People Of Soviet Union

Boston — Twenty-six per cent of the people questioned about the role of religion in their lives and they were religious, it was stated.

The survey was said to be the first of its kind in the U.S. and is said to be "a revolutionary step" in understanding the role of religion in the country.

The survey was made in the city of Boston, Massachusetts, and the survey was done by the Boston University School of Science.

The survey was conducted by 218 Freeway Gets Federal Approval

218 Freeway Gets Federal Approval

The proposed 218 Freeway, which would connect Boston and Cambridge, is now approved by the Federal Government.

The project will be financed through a combination of federal and state funds.

The Federal Government has approved the project, which is expected to cost $50 million.
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Nicklaus Captures Westchester Lead

SUN N.Y. — Jack Nicklaus made the big closing hour with the help of a par at the 10th hole and a bogey at the 11th to grab the lead in the 69th U.S. Open Championship at the Westchester Country Club here in White Plains, N.Y., Thursday afternoon.

Amateur Meet Begins Today

COLLINSVILLE, Ill. — The 1963 United States Open tournament, the national golf championship for amateurs, opens today at Union Golf Course, Collinsville.

Juniors Capture U.S. Tennis Title

BROOKLYN — Chris Evert, 14-year-old Miami Springs girl, won the 1963 United States Junior Tennis Championships in Forest Hills yesterday.

Hawkeyes Have Size, Skill
In Defensive Guards, Tackles

There is fair size and still among the line of defense players on several college teams, including four turnovers, who will be facing the Iowa Hawkeyes today in the second round of the NCAA championships at Municipal Stadium here.

Hawkeyes have a strong defense in the secondary. They will have the advantage of strength at the center of the line.

Brown Holds Seven Stroke Lead in Idaho Scramble Among the Natasha

Ben Cowan, who is the leader in the Idaho Open, will have his third straight round of 70 today, and with the experience, will be expected to win.

It will be the fifth time in the season's seven that Cowan has been able to make a 70.

Cowan, who is four under par for the tournament, leads by seven strokes over the rest of the field.

Great Papers

Ralph, who came to the Idaho Open with a 133, with John Grant, is the leader in the third round.

John Grant, who came to the Idaho Open with a 133, is the leader in the field of 143 by three strokes over the rest of the field.

Several of the golfers in the tournament are making hard work to win.

Aussies Capture U.S. Tennis Title

BROOKLYN — Chris Evert, 14-year-old Miami Springs girl, won the 1963 United States Junior Tennis Championships in Forest Hills yesterday.

Evert, who has been the most consistent player in the tournament, defeated the strong Russian, Galina Shkolnikova, 6-3, 6-2, in the final.

John Grant, who came to the Idaho Open with a 133, is the leader in the field of 143 by three strokes over the rest of the field.

Several of the golfers in the tournament are making hard work to win.

Boston Head Scrafts At Oldsters Label

ALLYs, Mass. — Al low third baseman at Boston, the last third baseman to win National League batting title, became the first to win the American League batting title.

Boston Red Sox team's first baseman, John Grant, is the leader in the third round.

John Grant, who came to the Idaho Open with a 133, is the leader in the field of 143 by three strokes over the rest of the field.

Several of the golfers in the tournament are making hard work to win.
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